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This is a straightforward tutorial which is able to provide you the way to convert DVD to FLV.

Why to convert DVD to FLV?

-	FLV files are smaller dimensions in comparison to other video formats, hence converting DVD to
FLV may better back up the DVD shows on pc hard disk plus take up less spaces.

-	FLV files will be simply performed on the majority sites, so converting DVD to FLV may permit us to
share DVD shows on-line.

-	FLV, brief for flash video, will be supported by simply Adobe Flash maker plus Adobe Flash Player,
as a result converting DVD to FLV may make the DVD videos be played out on these media players.

How to convert DVD to FLV?

To convert DVD to FLV will be really straightforward even though you doesn't have personal
computer technical skills providing you make use of a DVD to FLV converter, with that we could
simply plus successfully complete the change plus also modify the video using the editing
characteristics.

Following, get the DVD to FLV converterï¼ˆhttp://www.dvdconvertersoft.com/dvd-ripper.htmlï¼‰ and
commence the change.

1. Load the DVD files

Start the DVD to FLV converter and just click on â€œaddâ€• to load the DVD files. Double click on to
preview the movie file on the view screen.

2. decide on output

Click on the video file to make a decision the output subtitles plus audio languages. And then, press
â€œprofileâ€• to pick output format as FLV from the common video tab plus â€œoutputâ€• to select an output folder.

3. Edit the movie

This DVD to FLV supplies you a few editing characteristics. you're able to press â€œeditâ€• to enter into the
editing panel, exactly where you could trim plus crop the video, change effects and also add
watermark for the output movie.

4. Settings

To create exact output, you're able to press â€œsettingsâ€• to modify audio plus video parameters
including bite rate, video codec, video size, sample rate, and so forth.

5. Convert DVD to FLV

Lastly, just revisit the main interface and click on â€œconvertâ€• to get started on converting DVD to FLV
utilizing this type of DVD to FLV converter.
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